Quick & Easy Journal Weekly
By Krystal Candler
Hello everyone! It's Krystal here form @lovelettersatdawn. This week, I wanted to share a fun way to design a weekly layout for
your bullet journal. All you need is your bullet journal and a few awesome Zebra Pens.

Materials you need:

* Zebra Sarasa Clip Gel Pens
* Zebra Mildliner Highlighters
* Your favorite bullet journal

The first step is deciding what fun colors you’ll want to use. Zebra Pen offers
a wide range of colors in the Sarasa Clip as well as the Mildliner. I recommend
using colors that coordinate, the Zebra Journaling set(item #10014) is a quick
and easy pack to pick up to get you started!
Making a swatch page helps me see the colors and how they look against
one another, I’ve included that here! Once you’ve decided what colors you’d
like to use it’s time to create!

Step 1
Start in the top left corner of your journal, I love to label my
month and create a mini calendar right under so I can keep
track of the days. Also right below the month I add a small
little reminder box and use the Mildliners to highlight the
important dates! Just to keep me organized.

Step 2
Next let’s do the days of the week! The most awesome part of
bullet journaling is being able to create something unique to
your style and your life. Personally, I love to start my week on
Monday, some do Sunday that’s all up to you. Next to where
you made your mini calendar, off to the right use your Mildliner
to make a mark across the page using the chisel tip. Label your
day of the week. You can decide how much space you need by
how much to do each day. Typically, I make a mark ten bullets
across. (I write pretty big so I like a lot of space.)

Step 3

On your next page, using your
Mildliners make additional marks for
Thursday through Sunday. I then use
the Sarasa Clip to label the days and
add the numbers for the dates.
There will be some extra space along
the bottom of your pages to create
personalized lists. Maybe a menu for
that week? Maybe an extra to do list?
It’s all up to you! Again that’s the fun
part about bullet journaling, I like to add
little doodles along my pages I used the
Mildliners first then added the details
with the Sarasa pens, so much fun!!

I hope you enjoyed my tutorial of a quick and easy way to make a weekly
layout for your bullet journal. Stay tuned for my next step-by-step blog!
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